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Financial Results for FY2022 Q3
Although revenue increased due mainly to positive FX effects, profit decreased substantially due to factors 
such as the lower gross profit caused by decreased sales of consumables in the P&S business, an 
increase in SG&A, parts and materials costs.

Sales revenue
Sales revenue increased by 17.5% year-on-year to 216.8 billion yen.

In particular, the positive FX effects resulting from the weaker yen contributed greatly to the increase in 
revenue.

Business segment profit
Business segment profit decreased by 31.8% year-on-year to 16.0 billion yen.

In the P&S business, despite effects from price adjustments, profit decreased substantially due to the 
lower gross profit caused by the change in the sales ratio of hardware and consumables, and decreased 
sales of consumables.
In addition, factors such as an increase in SG&A, parts and materials costs put pressure on profit.

Forecast for FY2022
The forecasts for both sales revenue and business segment profit have been revised downward in 
response to lower-than-expected results in the third quarter and revised plans for the fourth quarter mainly 
in the P&S business.
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I will now discuss business results.

In the third quarter of FY2022, sales revenue was 216.8 billion yen, up 32.4 billion yen from the same 
period of the previous year due mainly to positive FX effects.

Meanwhile, with regard to profit,
Business segment profit was 16.0 billion yen, down 7.5 billion yen.
Operating profit was 21.5 billion yen, down 3.3 billion yen.
Net income attributable to owners of the parent company was 12.7 billion yen, down 4.7 billion yen.
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This slide shows results in each business segment.

Effective FY2022 business segmentation has been changed as per the medium-term business strategy 
"CS B2024" (FY2022 to FY2024) and the figures for FY2021 have been revised as well for comparison.
The same applies to the figures on the following pages.
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These are the main factors behind the changes in sales revenue for the third quarter of FY2022. The 
amount of change for each business is on a results basis excluding FX effects. 

・P&S
Although sales of consumables decreased, hardware performed well, resulting in an increase in revenue 
for the business as a whole.

・Machinery
Sales of industrial sewing machines decreased due to concerns over an economic slowdown.
Demand for machine tools was firm despite effects from supply constraints caused by shortages of parts 
and materials, and revenue for the business as a whole increased. 

・Domino
Revenue increased as consumables maintained momentum for both C&M and DP.

・Nissei
Revenue increased due mainly to the strong performance of reducers resulting from increased demand for 
capital investment.

・P&H
Although stay-at-home demand has run its course, sales were firm, especially in the Americas, resulting in 
an increase in revenue. 

・N&C
Revenue increased as sales at karaoke clubs increased with the recovery of the number of karaoke 
customers following the easing of activity restrictions under the COVID-19 pandemic, and sales of karaoke 
systems were firm. 

Due to these factors, in addition to the positive FX effects of 24.5 billion yen resulting from the weaker yen, 
company-wide sales revenue increased 32.4 billion yen to 216.8 billion yen. 
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These are the main factors for changes in business segment profit. I will comment on the main elements 
of these.

・FX impact
While the Machinery and other businesses had positive FX effects, the P&S business had negative FX 
effects due mainly to the decline in the value of the yen against the U.S. dollar.

・Differences in sales
The lower gross profit caused by the lower consumables to hardware ratio and decreased sales of 
consumables in the P&S business had a large impact.

・Logistics cost
In the P&S business, air transportation expenses decreased substantially from the same period of the 
previous year.

・Sales price
The impact was mainly in the P&S business. Average unit prices increased as a result of the effects of 
price adjustments.

・Parts and materials costs
The change was mainly due to higher costs for electronic components in the P&S business.

・SG&A
Personnel expenses, logistics-related costs in the U.S., and other expenses increased. 

As a result of these factors, business segment profit was 16.0 billion yen, a year-on-year decrease of 7.5 
billion yen.
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Due mainly to positive FX effects, sales revenue for the year-to-date Q3 of FY2022 was up 78.5 billion yen 
to 613.5 billion yen.

Meanwhile, with regard to profit,
Business segment profit was 52.0 billion yen, down 21.0 billion yen
Operating profit was 59.0 billion yen, down 17.0 billion yen
Net income attributable to owners of the parent company was 43.0 billion yen, down 11.3 billion yen.
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This slide shows results in each business segment.
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These are the main factors behind the changes in sales revenue for the year-to-date Q3 of FY2022. The amount of 
change for each business is on a results basis excluding FX effects. 

・P&S
Demand for consumables decreased following a last-minute surge ahead of price hikes. For hardware, however, there 
were effects from price adjustments, in addition to an increase in sales volume in conjunction with the easing of supply 
constraints, resulting in an increase in revenue for the business as a whole.

・Machinery
With regard to machine tools, although there were effects from supply constraints caused by shortages of parts and 
materials, demand was firm in the automobile and general machinery markets.  
Meanwhile, sales of industrial sewing machines decreased due to concerns over an economic slowdown, and revenue 
in the business as a whole also decreased. 

・Domino
Revenue increased as consumables maintained momentum for both C&M and DP.

・Nissei
Revenue increased due to the strong performance of reducers resulting from increased demand for capital investment.

・P&H
Revenue decreased as stay-at-home demand has run its course in many areas and sales of middle- and high-end 
models decreased. 

・N&C
Revenue increased as sales at karaoke clubs increased with the recovery of the number of karaoke customers 
following the easing of activity restrictions to prevent the COVID-19 pandemic, and sales of karaoke systems were 
firm.

Company-wide sales revenue increased 78.5 billion yen to 613.5 billion yen, which includes the positive FX effects of 
66.1 billion yen resulting from the weaker yen.
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These are the main factors for changes in business segment profit. I will comment on the main elements of 
these.

・FX impact
Almost all businesses had positive FX effects.

・Differences in sales
The lower gross profit caused by the lower consumables to hardware ratio and decreased sales of 
consumables in the P&S business had a large impact.

・Sales price
The impact was mainly in the P&S business. Average unit prices increased as a result of the effects of
price adjustments.

・Parts and materials costs
The change was mainly due to higher costs for electronic components in the P&S business.

・SG&A
Personnel expenses, logistics-related costs in the U.S., and other expenses increased.

As a result of these factors, business segment profit was 52.0 billion yen, a year-on-year decrease of 21.0 
billion yen.
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This slide shows our forecast for FY2022.

No changes have been made to the previous exchange rate assumptions, which serve as preconditions for 
our forecast, at 135 yen to the USD and 135 yen to the EUR. 

For sales revenue, we have revised our forecast downward to 825.0 billion yen, a decrease of 15.0 billion 
yen from the previous forecast announced on November 9, 2022, in response to lower-than-expected 
results in the third quarter and revised plans for the fourth quarter mainly in the P&S business despite 
positive FX effects. 

We have also revised our forecast for business segment profit downward by 5.0 billion yen to 65.0 billion 
yen in response to the revised forecast for sales revenue.

No changes have been made to the previous forecasts for operating profit, income before tax, and net 
income due in part to gains on sale of fixed assets
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This slide shows the forecast for the full year by business segment.
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These are the main factors behind the changes from the previous forecasts for sales revenue and
business segment profit in FY2022.

・P&S

The forecasts for both sales and profit have been revised downward in response to lower-than-expected 
results in the third quarter and revised plans for the fourth quarter.

Although there were positive FX effects aside from the above factors, we have revised our results forecasts 
downward for both sales and business segment profit. 
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Net cash stood at 64.6 billion yen.

With regard to inventories, although declining from the end of September 2022, the inventory level has still 
remained high, especially in the P&S business. 

We will continue to seek the appropriate inventory level toward the end of the fiscal year by measures such 
as adjusting our production according to demand. 
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There have been no revisions made to the previously announced forecasts for capital expenditure, 
depreciation and amortization, and R&D expenses in FY2022.
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Sales revenue in the P&S business was 133.7 billion yen in the third quarter, up 1.2% on a local currency 
basis.

・Communications & Printing equipment

Sales revenue was 119.0 billion yen. The growth rate on a local currency basis was +3.3%.

I will explain the details on the next page.

・Labeling

Sales revenue was 14.8 billion yen. The growth rate on a local currency basis was -13.2％.

In particular, sales of hardware dropped, affected by supply constraints caused by shortages of parts and 
materials.

Business segment profit was 9.1 billion yen.

Despite effects from price adjustments, profit decreased substantially due to factors such as the lower 
gross profit caused by the lower consumables to hardware ratio and decreased sales of consumables, as 
well as an increase in SG&A, parts and materials costs.
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This slide shows the sales revenue growth rate and consumable ratios of major printing products in the 
third quarter.

・Sales revenue growth rate (local currency basis)

The sales revenue growth rates for laser printers (LBP) were +21% for hardware and -13% for 
consumables. The sales revenue growth rates for inkjet printers (IJP) were +30% for hardware and -2% for 
consumables.

Sales of hardware substantially exceeded the level of the same period of the previous fiscal year due to 
effects from price adjustments, in addition to the increase in sales volume partly in conjunction with the 
easing of supply constraints. 

With regard to consumables, the downturn after a last-minute surge in demand ahead of price hikes in 
Europe eased. However, sales, especially for laser consumables, decreased substantially as the impact of 
logistics disruptions in the U.S. continued and the level of stocks at channels remained suppressed mainly 
in Europe and the U.S. 

・Growth rate of hardware in units

Sales volume was firm for laser All-in-Ones and printers compared to the same period of the previous year, 
in which there were supply constraints caused by shortages of parts and materials. 

Sales volume was firm for inkjet All-in-Ones, especially tank models for the Asian market.
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Sales revenue in the Machinery business was 25.7 billion yen in the third quarter, up 15.1% on a local 
currency basis.

・Machine tools

Sales revenue was 17.7 billion yen. The growth rate on a local currency basis was +45.7％.

Demand remained firm in the automobile and general machinery markets.

Despite the impact of supply constraints caused by shortages of parts and materials, the production state 
improved compared to the second quarter and revenue increased significantly.

・Industrial sewing machines

Sales revenue was 8.0 billion yen. The growth rate on a local currency basis was -24.8％.

With regard to industrial sewing machines, demand for capital investment among apparel manufacturers in 
Asia decreased due to concerns over an economic slowdown. 

For garment printers, sales decreased, especially in the Americas.

Business segment profit was 2.8 billion yen. 

Despite an increase in SG&A, parts and materials costs, business segment profit was on a par with the 
level of the same period of the previous year due in part to positive FX effects.
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This slide shows trends in sales revenue and order amounts by quarter.

The order amounts are the aggregate amounts of orders for hardware products from both Japan and 
overseas.

Despite steady demand, the order amounts decreased in the third quarter of FY2022 compared to the first 
half, affected by supply constraints caused by shortages of parts and materials.
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Sales revenue in the Domino business was 25.5 billion yen in the third quarter. 

The growth rate on a local currency basis was +8.2 %.

With regard to hardware, C&M performed well.

As for consumables, both C&M and DP continued to maintain momentum.

Business segment profit was 1.1 billion yen.

Profit increased due mainly to positive FX effects.

Operating profit was 300 million yen due to FX losses.
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Sales revenue in the Nissei business was 6.1 billion yen in the third quarter. 
The growth rate on a local currency basis was +7.6％.

Reducers performed strongly due to increased demand for capital investment, such as the need for 
automation at factories.

Business segment profit was 700 million yen.
Profit increased according to the effects of higher revenue as well as positive FX effects.
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Sales revenue in the P&H business in the third quarter was 13.7 billion yen, up 2.8% on a local currency 
basis.

Although stay-at-home demand has run its course, revenue increased as sales stayed firm, especially in 
the Americas, compared to the same period of the previous year, in which there were supply constraints. 

Business segment profit was 2.1 billion yen.

Profit increased according to the effects of higher revenue.
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Sales revenue in the N&C business was 9.1 billion yen in the third quarter, an increase of 6.8% year-on-
year.

Sales at karaoke clubs increased with the recovery of the number of karaoke customers following the 
easing of activity restrictions to prevent the COVID-19 pandemic, and sales of karaoke systems were firm.

Business segment profit was 200 million yen.

Operating profit decreased substantially due to the absence of benefits such as compensation for reduced 
operating hours and employment adjustment subsidies by the government.
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Lastly, I will share some topics. .
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We started the construction of a new factory building at our Hoshizaki Manufacturing Facility (Nagoya, 
Aichi) in August 2020, and it was completed in January 2023. 

In our medium-term business strategy "CS B2024" (FY2022 to FY2024), we set “the enhancement of 
industrial inkjet manufacturing facilities” as one of the key measures towards expansion in the Industrial 
area.

This new factory building will contribute to achieve the measure through enhanced production of inkjet 
heads and related parts. 

The new factory building uses the seismic isolation structure as part of the BCP responses for the first time 
among Brother Group’s facilities.

Solar panels are also installed on the rooftop of the building. By using renewable energy for factory 
operation, we will reduce CO2 emissions by about 60 tons annually. 
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The next topic is the construction of a new machine tools factory in India. 

Toward the achievement of “significant growth in the Industrial Equipment business” set out in our medium-
term business strategy "CS B2024," we will construct a machine tools production factory in India, where 
growth is expected particularly in the automobile and motorcycle markets. 

Machine tools are currently produced in Kariya Manufacturing Facility in Japan (Kariya, Aichi) and Brother 
Machinery (Xian) in China. By constructing a new production factory in India, we will build a system that 
enables us to deliver products to customers in India within shorter lead-time. As is the case of Hoshizaki 
Manufacturing Facility, with the installation of solar panels, we will also supply part of the electricity needed 
for factory operation and reduce CO2 emissions by around 600 tons annually. 

Planned investment is about 2 billion yen. 
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